We are what we repeatedly do, excellence then is not an act but a habit ” - Aristotle

“In 1895 my grandfather Emmanuel Mantheakis left the Greek Island
of Crete to come to Tanzania, what was then called German East
Africa.. My maternal grandfather, John Kazamias, arrived in 1905.
Both my grandfathers and my father were passionate hunters, making
me the third generation hunter. A legacy I take pride in and a passion
I share with my children...”
Michel Mantheakis
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“More than 30 years have passed since I first hunted with Michel Mantheakis. Back then, when we
were both a lot younger, I recognized him as one of the best professional hunters I had ever known. The
passing years and subsequent safaris have only strengthened that conviction! I have watched him mature
into not only a fine outfitter and consummate PH, but also a leader in the Tanzanian safari community,
always at the forefront in promoting ethical sport hunting and wildlife conservation.
His camp staff have consistently been the best I have ever seen, he takes good care of them, and they
take good care of Michel and his clients. His camps are well-run and extremely comfortable, far above
standards, and his camp fare is second to none. After three decades in the business Michel still loves it...
he remains full of enthusiasm for the hunt, and works as hard as any professional hunter I have ever
known to please his clients and ensure the success of the hunt.”
Craig boddington

Winner of 2017 Weatherby Award

“Hunting with Michel Mantheakis means the following: Great hunting territory, great food,
great company and entertainment, great facilities and equipment and most of all, great fun!!
I will definitely be returning to hunt with this Professional Hunter and outfitter!”
Jim Shockey

Winner of 2019 Weatherby Award
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Company Profile
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit.” Aristotle
Michel Mantheakis Safaris Ltd (MMS), is a family-owned company established
in 2010 and operated by my wife Nicole and myself and our professional
management team.
With over 35 years of Professional hunting experience and over 25 years of
owning and operating one of the top-quality hunting companies in Tanzania,
we offer you not only the best of Big Game Western Tanzania in our Lukwati
South Game Reserve, but also the best of Masailand in our 3 Masailand blocks,
namely Lake Natron West GCA, Longido GCA and Enduimet WMA.

only do these strategies improve the wildlife population and its habitat in
our concessions, but also improve the trophy quality and hunting success
rate. In just 8 years of dedicated full-time anti-poaching in our Lake Natron
West and Lukwati South Game Reserve, and 5 years in Longido, the results are
phenomenal; the success of our safaris surpassed our expectations and the
increase of game in our concessions is heartwarming.

Hunting our 3 Masailand consessions in one hunt has been a stunning success,
and it offers the opportunity to hunt all the various terrains and vegetation
needed to collect the most species of Masaiand game in one hunt. No other
company can match that.

By promoting ethical and sustainable hunting, together with strong
conservation orientation, determined anti-poaching and tangible Community
benefits, we attract the more discerning hunters. Those who care about
conservation and prefer to hunt with an outfitter who not only works tirelessly
to get great trophies, but one who also truly believes in and practices
conservation rather than just claiming to.

The combination of applying my academic background in Wildlife Science with
my passion for hunting, our dedication to conservation, 35-years of reputable
hunting experience in Tanzania, determined anti-poaching and efficient
administration, has quickly established us in the forefront of the Tanzanian
hunting industry.

Anybody can offer you a trophy hunt, but only a few will offer you that great
trophy hunt. The kind that gives you that memorable safari experience and
heartwarming satisfaction of knowing you spent your money wisely, while at
the same time investing in the future survival of African wildlife and the sport
you so cherish: hunting.

In order to present our clients with the best possible trophy opportunities
and maximum luxury safari experience, we applied our signature approach of
combining maximum anti-poaching effort with a sustainable and minimum
number of safaris, while opening lots of new roads to access new, untouched
hunting grounds and trophies to ensure optimum results for our clients. Not

We are very proud that despite the reduction in hunters coming in 2020 due
to the Covid-19 pandemic, we never reduced our antipoaching efforts, so that
when God willing you do come, we can and will still warmly welcome you to the
Africa of your dreams.
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Conservation and anti-poaching
“Every person has the duty to protect the natural resources
of the United Republic...”
Article 27 of The Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania
In 2020 we were faced with our biggest challenge, as the Corona pandemic reduced the number of hunters who visited us
and therefore the funding for antipoaching. Many of our clients came to our rescue and donated money to our antipoaching
program either direct, or through DSC Foundation and Conservation Force. We are extremely grateful for their support, and
very proud that because of their support, we managed to maintain our full time antipoaching operations.
We have a great debt of gratitude to all those who donated and thank them profusely. As custodians of our natural inheritance,
what gives us the right to hunt is the continuous commitment to protect and conserve the wildlife and its habitat for future
generations. We should never forget this moral obligation and we certainly haven’t. Our hunters generate the needed incentive
and funding for our determined and successful anti-poaching efforts. For us sustainable hunting is wildlife conservation.
Few hunting companies in Tanzania can match the successful antipoaching track record and wildlife population recovery achieved in the
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takes a passion for conservation with dedication and enthusiasm to create
the best results, and we are very proud of our staff and our achievements!
We started our full-time anti-poaching efforts in December 2012 in
cooperation with the Lukwati/Piti Game Reserve Authority who provide
2 to 4 armed Game Scouts per team. In 2014 we bought 2 boats and
started a second all year round joint anti-poaching team to deal with the
poachers coming from across the Lake Rukwa which we border for 40
km. The determined efforts of our 2 teams have brought poaching down
from previously alarming levels to negligible levels, and in just 8 years our
successes are phenomenal and the Wildlife has increased tremendously.
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In Lake Natron West GCA and Longido GCA we have 2 full time all year
round anti-poaching teams and each team has 2 armed Anti poaching
Unit Game Scouts or District Game Scouts and we can honestly say we
have controlled poaching and every time there is a new flare up we deal
with it swiftly. The very evident increase of wildlife in our consession since
we started operating is testimony to our success and determination.
Without our hunting clientele none of this would have been possible, and
we thank them for all their support and their patronage.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Community development is not just a Government requirement for outfitters in Tanzania; it
is an important conservation strategy and it is our corporate social responsibility. By sharing
the benefits of hunting, we discourage those less privileged who live adjacent to or within
the hunting concessions, from otherwise turning to poaching as a means of survival.
In order for us to protect our wildlife, we have to address the poverty that compels the local
communities towards poaching. Only by taking our corporate social responsibility seriously
do we stand a chance to curb the prevailing path of wanton destruction spreading and
destroying previously great hunting concessions.
Every year we are contributing proceeds towards meaningful projects that serve the entire
community such as health, education and clean water. We are achieving our goal to create
the necessary awareness within the local community, that wildlife is a precious natural
resource that needs continuous protection for their own long-term benefit.
When you hunt with us, you will enjoy the satisfaction in knowing that you are truly
contributing to the betterment of lives of those less privileged: the key stakeholders, and
our partners in wildlife and habitat conservation.
Together with our local communities we are the guardians who conserve wildlife and its
habitat for future generations of hunters.
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Camps
We pride ourselves on our history of running luxurious camps with an unrivaled
personal service and the finest cuisine.
Whether that be succulent game, meat or seafood, all our delicious meals are
complemented by fresh vegetables, a fine selection of South African wines, a large
variety of spirits and ice cold, thirst-quenching beverages. Whilst you reminisce around
the campfire, our cooks will be putting the final touches to yet another superb meal.
Meals will be served in our comfortable, romantic dining area and occasionally under
the enchanting star-filled African sky.
Your large, luxurious and well-ventilated insect proof tent designed for your utmost
comfort, will be situated to provide you both privacy and a scenic view. Elegantly
furnished to evoke the ambiance and the romance of the East Africa of bygone days,
your tent will have a large en-suite bathroom with both hot and cold running water,
shower and flush toilet. Your home away from home...
In order to enhance your hunting opportunities and experience, freshly prepared picnic
lunches will be served to you in the shade of the great African savannah.
With your wellbeing and luxury in mind, all our camp amenities will consist of solar
panels and battery bank, inverters with the possibility to charge camera, batteries,
laptops and telephones, Wifi availability throughout camp, deep freezers and fridges, a
back-up generator, HF and VHF 2-way radio communication systems, satellite phones
and comprehensive first-aid kits. Solar powered lamps combined with the classical
hurricane lanterns, provide lighting all around the camp and in your tent. Daily laundry
service will be available throughout your stay.

“I have the simplest of tastes. I am always satisfied with the best.” Oscar Wilde

The Best of Masailand, Lake Natron West and Longido Game Control Area and
Enduimet Wildlife Management Area
The opportunity to hunt all three of these great concessions in one hunt offers
you not only the widest selection of Masai species anybody can offer, but also
offers good trophy quality in highest success rate and availability of game while
enjoying the most stunning and diverse landscapes.
Lake Natron West starts at the top of the Great Rift Valley bordering the
Ngorongoro Crater highlands and drops into the spectacular open plains
dotted with plains game and dominated by the towering “O’ldonyo Lengai”
(the legendary Masai “Mountain of God”). This still active volcano stands next
to “Kiserian”, which is another striking volcano. From there, the concession
descends over undulating plains to the shores of Lake Natron, a soda lake
teeming with flamingoes. It then runs along the western shores all the way to
the Kenyan border. This concession is so awesome it’s a real bonus for a nonhunting participant as well.
From spectacular viewing points, magnificent waterfalls, dramatic rift valley
escarpment, rich local culture, fossilized footprints, multitude of volcanoes and
volcanic features, to endless undulating plains, barren soda flats and the lake
filled with pink Flamingos.
Longido GCA and Enduimet WMA border each other and are hunted from
our Longido Camp. These 2 superb Masailand hunting concessions are 578sq
km (223sq mile) and 600sq km (231sq miles) and located in northern Tanzania
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bordering with Kenya. The areas start on the Kenya border then extends
south towards Arusha on the eastern side of the Arusha Nairobi road, and is
dominated by the impressive 2,629 metre (8,625 feet) Longido Mountain in the
center. It is surrounded by mostly gentle rolling Acacia woodlands with belts of
thickets and open plains. Longido Mountain start with woodland slopes that
turn to thicket and then into cool condensation forest at the top. Both Longido
and Enduimet are enriched being part of the dispersal area of the world famous
Amboseli National Park in Kenya that is very close by.
Our Longido Camp has views of Mt Kilimanjaro and Mt Meru; in our Natron
area our camp is called Lengai and has an open view of Oldonyo Lengai (Masai
mountain of God), Kirimas Mountain and the Rift Valley. Our Pinini camp is
in a steep gorge of the Pinini river that runs all year round and has a road up
Oldonyo Sambu Mountain to a spectacular view point overlooking Lake Natron
and the Great Rift Valley.
Our flagship hunt is the14-day safari package (based on a 21-day license) and
is a collector’s dream, as it offers more antelope species on one hunt than any
other outfitter and in good trophy quality and richer experience. Each hunter
gets to hunt all 3 camps for a few days namely; Lengai, Longido and Pinini,.
Each having a distinctly different setting, vegetation, terrain and game, making
your trip an even more spectacular and unforgettable experience.

For those who are fit and wanting to revive the magnificent safari
experience of a bygone era, of exploring and hunting this stunning
landscape on foot? A small caravan of donkeys loaded with light
camping equipment, water and your trophies will be following your
hunting party at a respectable distance together with our professional
camp staff and escorted by Masai warriors. Your camp will change
location every day or two in order to reach new hunting grounds
that have not yet been picked over. Combining great trophy hunting
with the romance and adventure of foot safaris is an unforgettable
experience and will make you yearn to repeat the safari.
Bird hunters can enjoy great wing shooting opportunities for several
species of Quail, Sand Grouse, Dove, Francolins and Guinea Fowl, which
enhances the experience of hunting these very special areas.
Being in close proximity to Arusha allows for an inexpensive, beautiful
transfer by car to camp. Last, but not least; with the best game viewing
parks in Africa, namely Ngorongoro Crater, Serengeti, Lake Manyara
and Tarangire National Parks in the near vicinity, Lake Natron West GCA,
Longido GCA and Enduimet WMA offer you a great opportunity to
combine top quality game viewing with your hunting safari, and most
of our clients take advantage of this oportunity.
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This undeniably is the ideal hunting and holiday destination you want
to share with friends and family and even young children.

Bird extravaganza
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Sundowners at Longido Camp
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2020 season Masailand, Lake Natron West and Longido Game Control Area and
Enduimet Wildlife Management Area

Testimonials
My Safari with Michel Mantheakis exceeded my biggest hopes and
dreams. Lukwati was more remote and wild than anything I could have
imagined. The sky is so clear you can easily watch orbiting satellites,
which I did not know was even possible. I came for Buffalo, but my PH
Ernst ensured I experienced more of what Africa had to offer. We explored
a cave with ancient tools, paintings, and pottery. He gave lectures about
the numerous animals, birds, flowers, and trees we came across, as well
as providing me with a much better understanding of African history and
politics over fireside drinks. I loved it all.
I’d be remiss not to mention the extremely high quality of the service and
the camp. Everything was perfectly clean, the staff more than gracious
and professional, and the food exceptional. I was blown away.
USA

I wanted to let you know we had the best hunt ever. We couldn’t
have scripted a better adventure. Ernst the PH is the consummate
professional who studies and understands the habits of all the
animals. Your driver should be sponsored by Toyota for off road
racing. We had zero down time from tire damage, stuck or stalls.
An added bonus was he would see a great deal of game first. Your
tracker was great at seeing animals before they saw us and tracking.
He always has a smile.
USA

It was a great privilege to hunt with you and your experienced
team in Lukwati. Being able to see and hunt old Buffalo the
way we did, leaves lasting memories. The patient, careful
and disciplined selection of the old boys, when they are truly
old, the care for habitat, the poaching control and relations
to the local community, build up to making Lukwati
special. An example that hunting the way it should be done
increases variety. The friendship among our group and your
hospitality made this an experience that lasts. Thank you.
AUSTRIA

Having had the opportunity to hunt all over Africa with many
great outfitters, I can say without a doubt, MMS is one of
the best. My last adventure with Michel was during the Covid
pandemic and MMS was able to pull off the safari as if the
world had no problems at all. I have no trouble recommending
MMS to friends or anyone looking for a great hunt in Tanzania.
Knighton Sample
USA

Thank you so much for your hospitality on my recent Safari to Masailand. I have
been on over 20 African safaris and would rank this up with the best I have ever
experienced. The quality of the staff, the accommodations and hunting was
superb! I literally witnessed hundreds of thousands of game spread out over
the Savannah in what was the most spectacular scenery that I have ever seen. I
can’t say enough about your operations and the experiences that you deliver.
Incredible. I was extremely impressed with the PH Martin. He ran a perfect
disciplined camp in a very pleasing and fun atmosphere. He treated the staff with
dignity and respect and was a great conversationalist. All three camps were fun!
I was most impressed with his hunting skills.
Martin is an excellent tracker and he has an uncanny instinct of knowing the
behaviors and directions of hunted game during the stalks. Time after time he
anticipated the game maneuvers and brought us to the right spot for success.
Fantastic! I look forward to getting back to the mountains for Cape buffalo and
hopefully a striped Hyena.
Greg Schubert
USA

I had a great time and PH Martin and the staff did a
spectacular job!! I got some fantastic trophies thanks
to them and especially thanks to Martin. You have a top
notch company and I give you 5 stars for sure!! The food,
accommodations, hunting was all great. Thank you for
sharing your amazing country with me.
SCOTT
USA

Lukwati South Game Reserve
Lukwati South Game Reserve is real, wild Africa at its finest. Its
remoteness from civilization, along with our aggressive antipoaching program, allows one to experience the habitat the way it
is meant to be: unspoiled, untamed and unpredictable.
Lukwati is as varied as it is vast. Bordering Lake Rukwa on the West,
the terrain rises up an escarpment and into expansive Miombo
woodlands. In addition, the Reserve includes commanding
mountains, numerous rivers, swamps, springs, rocky outcrops,
open grasslands, and covers more than 500 square miles. You will
only be able to explore a fraction of the area during your safari.
This unspoiled and untamed wilderness holds an abundance of
Game. We manage this very special place conservatively, allowing
high success rates on heavy-maned Lions, big Leopards, and large,
old Buffalo. Lukwati also has a high concentration of beautiful
Sable.
Other available game includes Kudu, Roan, Eland, Hippo, Crocodile,
Lichtenstein’s Hartebeest, Defassa Waterbuck, Zebra, Southern
Reedbuck, Warthog, Oribi, Bush Pig, Common Duiker, Impala,
Hyena, Jackal, Klipspringer, and Sharp’s grysbok.
This cosy camp, where you will be the only one hunting, is
reachable by air charter from Dar es Salaam or Arusha, landing
at our private airstrip. Alternatively, you can fly commercially
to Mbeya and take a 6 to
8 hour scenic drive into
camp, depending on road
conditions.
For those looking for an
adventure that includes
exceptional hunting in a
huge, pristine wilderness,
Lukwati is the place for you.

Untamed nature
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Zanzibar

Sundervalds Blue Duiker
Aders Duiker

Zanzibar Suni

Michel Mantheakis Safaris Zanzibar Ltd is our sister
company that operates in Zanzibar and offers you 3
unique species of antelope that you can only hunt in
Zanzibar, namely the Aders Duiker (also called Zanzibar
Duiker), Sundervald’s Blue Duiker and Zanzibar Suni.
Our Conservation Project in Zanzibar was born from
our dedication to save the Aders Duiker from extinction
by introducing trophy hunting in order to create the
needed economic incentive for the local communities to
participate in conservation thus guaranteeing the future
survival of this species in Zanzibar.
The Government of Zanzibar, in co-operation with
the local communities have made this very important
conservation project possible.
Accommodation is either in a small boutique beach hotel,
or in one of the many other beach hotels and resorts
within 30 minute drive from the reserves.
Zanzibar offers visitors many tourism attractions like the
historic Stone town, Spice tours, cultural and historic tours,
swimming with Dolphins, deep sea fishing, diving and
much more.
So far, only 3 permits are being issued for the Aders
Duiker, and a few more permits for the Zanzibar Suni and
Sundervald’s Blue Duiker. This is not just a specialized
hunt for collectors. This is the opportunity to participate
in securing the future of a species through our sustainable
use conservation project.

Zanzibar

Zanzibar

Zanzibar Suni

Road
Railway
Lake / Ocean
Game Reserve
Proposed Game Reserve
Conservation Area
National Park
Forest Reserve
Our Hunting Blocks
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Our Professional Hunters

Terms of Business

Michel Mantheakis
Managing Director
Professional Hunter

Martin Hopley

Professional Hunter

•

With any cancellation occurring more than 90 days from of the start
of the safari, the deposit will be re-funded only if the safari is re-sold
and a 20% administration fee will be deducted.

•

Any cancellation occurring 90 days or less from the start of the safari
no refund will be granted save for any Trophy Fee Deposit payment
made. It is highly recommended to get Trip Cancellation Insurance
to cover yourself from any unexpected cancelation.

•

Game Trophy Fees and all Government Royalties charged will be
those applicable to the year the safari is taken regardless of what is
quoted on the initial contract. Invoices and quotes are subject to
change based on any change in Government fees and/or Game
Trophy Fees.

•

Force Majeure, (meaning acts of God, explosion, floods, tempest,
fire or accident, war, threat of war, sabotage, insurrection, civil
disturbance, government intervention, weather conditions or other
untoward occurrences). Any Government decision in regards to
Michel Mantheakis Safaris Ltd is considered Force Majeure in this
context. In the event of Force Majeure, the company is entitled to
vary or cancel any itinerary or arrangement. Although all endeavors
shall be made to reimburse you, refunds are solely to the discretion of
the company.

Professional Hunter

Professional Hunter

CMYK / .eps

A deposit of 50% of the safari rate is required to confirm your
booking. Full payment for your safari, together with the Trophy Fee
deposit, must be received 90 days prior to the commencement of
your safari. No safari will commence without full payment and trophy
fee deposit.

Devilliers Pretorius

Ernst Scholz

Facebook Thumbs Up

•

Nigel Archer

Professional Hunter

•

Trophies will only be shipped after full trophy payment has been
received.

•

Trophy Fees are applicable to ALL Game shot, including those
wounded and lost.

•

Upon the end of your safari, the final invoice, reflecting all additional
charges or refunds will be send to you by email as soon as possible.

•

All payments are payable in cash or by wire transfer.

Text © Michel and Nicole Mantheakis
Design by Petra Balenovic

Member of

APHA, TPHA AND TAHOA, SCI

Terms and conditions

The owner of this company is
a proud member of the CIC

Licensing regulations and restrictions

•

The hunting season in Tanzania starts July 1 and ends June 30 of the
following year.
• No shooting from vehicle or chasing animals with car.
• No hunting of female, young or immature animal is allowed.
• Hunting is only to be conducted in the daylight hours.
• The Tanzanian Wildlife Department allows the following game to be
hunted only on a 21-day license (Premium package): Elephant; Lion;
Leopard: Oryx; Greater Kudu; Lesser Kudu; Sitatunga; Gerenuk; Sable;
Roan.
• The minimum legal length for Leopard is 130 cm (51.2 inches) from
tip of nose to base of tail
• The minimum legal for Elephant is 160 cm length (63 inches) of tusk
or 20 kg weight (44.09 pounds).
• The legal minimum legal age for Lion is 6 years old.
• Minimum caliber for dangerous game is .375 (93mm). Hunting
with handgun, automatic and semi-automatic weapons is strictly
forbidden.
• A maximum of 3 Rifles and 1 shotgun per hunter and 100 rounds per
rifle can be imported.
Insurance
We strongly recommend that you obtain the following types of
insurance:
•
•
•
•
•

Accidental Death and Disability
Loss or theft of personal effects.
Emergency Evacuation.
Medical – Make sure it covers you in Africa.
Trip Cancellation. Please purchase this policy immediately after
booking your hunt to safeguard yourself.
Please make sure your policies are up to date and you are fully
insured before you travel.
Liability
It is important to understand that hunting is a sport that involves
inherent risks; big game hunting can be dangerous, and in rare cases
result in injury or even fatal. Although every possible care is taken to
safeguard you and your property, Michel Mantheakis Safaris Ltd accepts
no responsibility for any accidents, injury, illness or fatality nor loss or
damage of client’s property incurred during or arising while on safari.
The company accepts no responsibility for any changes in Government
fees or policies. We will however, endeavor to notify you as soon as
possible, should this occur. No guarantees are made for any animal
not obtained during the hunt as our PH’s adhere to the principals
pertaining to Fair Chase and ethical hunting and regulations as
stipulated in the Wildlife Conservation Act of Tanzania.
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The finest hunting safaris for the discerning hunter

